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The satellite GOCE from the European Space Agency will be launched this year, carrying the first space device capable to measure simultaneously the derivatives of the
gravity field in three independent directions of space. The gravity gradients measured
by the gradiometer onboard GOCE will then be used to compute a global static gravity
field with a spatial resolution and an accuracy never reached so far. The main advantage of gravity gradients is that the high frequency signal is emphasized, allowing
to better detect the small scale features of the gravity field. But isolating the small
scale signal from the high frequency noise in the data is a challenging task in gravity
gradiometry.
We present a method to reduce the noise in gravity gradient and gravity data without
altering the small wavelength content of the signals. This noise reduction method takes
full advantage of gravity gradients and gravity being derivatives of the same potential
function, and of simultaneous measurements of all gravity first order derivatives. We
present the results obtained in test cases, where we obtain in particular a near-total
reduction of the noise on gravity data without altering the high frequency content of
the gravity spatial spectrum and show our method and the traditional low-pass filtering are complementary to each other to remove the noise from gravity gradients. We
applied our method to marine gravity gradiometry data collected with the Lockheed

Martin FTG instrument and provided by Bell Geospace.

